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ENGLISH SUMMARY
UFO-OBSERVATIONS (pp. 66–73)
Hans-Werner Peiniger
On 6 April 2015, a Mögglingen man photographed a UFO he saw flying across the disc of
the moon. This could positively be identified as exhaust trail from a plane, a Boing 787-8
Dreamliner.
On 12 April 2015, a Malsch man observed a point-like light moving slowly or almost
stationary in the sky close to the star Polaris. This was identified as a weather balloon
released in Stuttgart.
ADDITIONAL REPORTS / PART 15 (pp. 74–84)
On 5 February 2015, a man took a photo of a con trail illuminated by the sun over
Handewitt-Haurup to claim, for fun, it had been a UFO, but when he later viewed the image,
he discovered a real bright UFO in his picture! At the request of Hans-Werner Peiniger, he
took a second photo in daylight which revealed the UFO had been a street light.
On 28 February 2015 a Haimhausen man took a picture of a multi-coloured UFO with
portholes – a lens flare and the reflection of the camera in the window.
In 19 April 2003, a Zwönitz man took an automatic video of an approaching thunderstorm to
later find a strange ball of light moving through the frame for about two seconds. This was
identified as ball lightning.
BRIEF NOTES (p. 81)
Extra-terrestrials are a Responsibility of the Federal Lands – Should aliens land in Germany,
dealing with them will be the responsibility not of the state, but of each Federal land.
DO WE NEED A RE-EVALUATION OF CASE 19870619 A, COMISO? (p. 82–88)
The photographic case from 19 June 1987, when a man took several Polaroids of a disk-like
UFO over Comiso in Sicily, is one of the good UFO cases of the GEP. Now Hansjürgen
Köhler has suggested that what the man saw was an American BGM-109 Tomahawk cruise
missile tested in the region. However, as Hans-Werner Peiniger shows, the manoeuvres had
already ended, the time the UFO was in sight was far too long for it to have been a missile,
also, only one photo can be likened to a missile, but not the rest.
THE »ROSWELL SLIDES« IN RETROSPECT– A BAD EXAMPLE FOR METHODS IN UFO
RESEARCH, PART 1 (p. 89–94
Starting in 2011, rumours began to circulate the net that new colour slides of a Roswell alien
had been discovered. Danny Ammon outlines this episode which finally collapsed when it
was shown that the slides showed a museum mummy. A second instalment will give the
reasons for this research debacle.
REVIEWS (pp. 95–96)
No English language books are reviewed in this issue.
Text, translation: Ulrich Magin, GEP e.V.

